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"AN UNSPEAKABLE SADNESS" 

No major group, except perhaps African Americans, had a more difficult 
time in resisting the pressures of the dominant middle class than Native 
Americans, In 1800, despite nearly three hundred years of almost relentless 
assaults from European invaders, powerful independent Indian tribes still 
occupied much of the interior of North America. Each of the Indian nations 
had its own language, its own customs, its own government, and its own reli
gion. Contrary to modern media images, Native Americans lived mostly .in 
fixed villages where they typically pursued a food-getting cycle of farming, 
hunting, fishing, gathering, and sometimes raiding. 

Over the next century, the situation of Native Americans changed drasti
cally. Manylost their lives. The Indian population plunged from perhaps a 
million or more people in 1800 to less than a quarter million a century later. 
The Indians also lost their tribal independence, at least a portion of their cul
ture, and nearly all their lands. By 1900 they had been militarily subdued and 
pushed off their lands onto tiny, desolate reservations where most of them 
lived in deplorable poverty. 

No simple hypothesis adequately explains this "unspeakable sadness," to 
employ the moving words that an Indian leader once used to describe what 
had happened. In theory, the interior of North America could have been set 
aside as a permanent homeland for the continent's indigenous peoples. 
There, in principle, the Indians could have carried on much as they had in the 
past. An indigenous homeland would have also accorded with a generous 
reading of the Declaration of Tndependence. The Declaration asserted that all 
peoples were entitled to the right of self-government. Such a proposal would 
have won the warm endorsement of the Indians themselves. The Indians 
repeatedly expressed a willingness and a readiness to live in peacefulcoexis
tence with white Americans. 

Unfortunately for the Indians, the idea of a homeland ran afoul of deeply 
held white convictions. To one large white group, the Indians stood in the 
way of white men increaslllg their personal fortunes. Rationalizing fueir 
aggrandizement in terms of their self-acclaimed racial superiority, they con
cluded that the Indians were simply obstacles who should be pushed aside 
or, if necessary, even killed. To them, the Indians differed little from wild ver
min. The prospect of killing Indians appalled another white group, the 
humanitarians. They dreamed of a day when, by adopting white ways, 
Indians would be fully integrated into white society. 

Yet fue humanitarians and the land-hungry whites did agree on one key 
point: The Indians had no legitimate claims to cultures of their own. Equating 
progress and civilization with individualism and private property, whites 

NATIVE AMERICAN RESPONSES 

found particularly repulsive the Indian practices of tribal (rather than 
individual) land ownership and the sharing of the fruits of the land among 
all tribal members. Unless abandoned for white ways, these practices dis
qualified the Indians for consideration as equals to whites. Whether human
itarians or greedy land seekers, both groups of whites saw Native American 
societies as anachronistic, as societies destined in the long run to disappear 
from the face of the earth. 

Governmen t Indian policy in the nineteenth century reflected these views. 
Until 1871, when Congress abolished the practice of making treaties with 
separate tribes, the government negotiated dozens of treaties-many of 
them the product of chicanery and corruption-which called for both Indian 
land cessions and for the establishment of white"civilizing m.issions" among 
the tribes. The Indian agents and the missionaries, those whites responsible 
for the civilizing missions, urged the Indians to renounce their ancestral 
ways. They visualized the reservations, those lands retained by the Indians, 
as protected, transitional spaces. Here, the Indians would be granted the time 
necessary for then, to make the transition from "savagery" to "civilization." 
However, rather than transitional spaces, in time many Indians caDle to view 
the reservations as their permanent homelands. 

NATIVE AM ERICAN RESPONSES 

Native Americans devised various strategies for responding to the massive 
white assaults on fueir lives, their lands, and their cultures. Sometimes iliey 
sank into hopeless despair and resigned themselves to their fate at the hands of 
the advancing whites. Sometimes they fled. For example, as late as 1877, the leg
endary Nez Perce Chief Joseph tried to lead his people to safety by a long flight 
across the Pacific Northwest, into Canada, and finally back into the United 
States. 'J1uoughout much of the nineteenth century, a large portion of the Indian 
population could, by modern terms, be classified as political refugees. 

When lmable or unwilling to flee the rapidly advanclllg white invaders, 
Indian strategy usually oscillated between resistance and accommodation. 
The accommodationists cooperated with but were rarely controlled by the 
whites. They frequently adopted some aspects of white culture. A good 
example 'of the accomodationists were the antebellum Cherokees who, even 
though they adopted many white ways, were forcibly removed from their 
lands in the Southeast (see Chapter 9). In contrast to the accomodationists, the 
resisters openly rejected some if not all aspects of white culfure. Most Indians 
probably occupied positions between these two poles or, as the occasion 
seemed to warrant, shifted from one position to the other. 
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ResistGillce to whi te assau Its frequently combined sacred and military power. 
Military resistance was nothing new. Since the fifteenth century, when the 
Spaniards first encroached on the native peoples of North America, whites 
and Indians had been fighting in what historians sometimes describe as 
the "Four Hundred Years War." In the first phase of this prolonged conflict, 
the Indians had been able to shrewdly parlay one European power against the 
other, but, with the rise of the United States, the Indians could no longer cmUlt 
on white allies. The Indians then had to contend alone with a new republic 
that enjoyed vastly superior numbers and material resources. Armed resistance 
ended symbolically with the Wounded Knee massacre in 1890. 

A group of Indian prophets, extending from Handsome Lake in the eigh
teenth century to Tenskwatawa and Wovoka in the nineteenth century, sup
plied the ideological core of the Indian resistance movement. Each of the 
prophets had apocalyptic visions; in these visions they crossed a boundary 
tllat normally separated the temporal and the spiritual worlds. From the 
world of the spirits they received instructions to carry back to their peoples. 

The lessons of the prophets were strikingly similar. Indian woes, they 
taught, stemmed from a failure of the Indian people to adhere to traditional 
ways. Dependency on white trade goods, conversion to Christianity, surren
dering native lands to alien peoples, and negligence in performing tradi
tional religious rituals-all of these had led to a disastrous loss of sacred 
power. The restoration of sacred power reqUired a cultural revitalization. 
Some prophets sought to revitalize their people by blending the old and the 
new. For example, in 1799 Handsome Lake, an Iroquois prophet, preached a 
combination of Indian and white ways that included peace, temperance, land 
retention, and the rituals of Gaiwiio, a new religion that fused Christianity 
with traditional Iroquois beliefs. 

Other prophets urged more radical forms of revitalization and resistance. 
During the first decade of the nineteenth century, the Shawnee prophet 
1enskwatawa exhorted all of the Indian people to renounce alcohol and all 
other white goods (except gW1S when used in self-defense) and to return to 
the old ways of hunting with the bow and the arrow. "You must not dress like 
the White Man or wear hats like them, ... and when the weather is not severe, 
you must go naked excepting the breach cloth...." He conderrmed intertribal 
warfare and urged tribal wuty. 

Tn 1888, inthe wake of Indian military defeat and the virtual demise of the 
bison, the Paiute prophet Wovoka developed a powerful new religion cen
tered on the Ghost Dance. By conducting proper ceremonies and rituals, 
Wovoka prophesied that the fallen warriors and the buffalo would return and 
drive away the whites. While Wovoka's prophesies went unfulfilled, reli
giousrevitalization continues to this day to serve as an important means of 
resisting white assaults on traditional Native American ways. 

THE CULMINATION OF THE WHITE ASSAULT 

THE CULMINATION OF THE WHITE ASSAULT 

The Dawes Act of 1887, passed during the final military subjugation of the Plains 
Indians, represented the culmination of nineteenth-cenlUlY Indian policy. The act 
allowed for the transfer of 160 acres of former tribal lands to individual Indian 
families. Private rather than tribal ownership, the humanitarians believed, 
would awaken in the native peoples desires for personal gain similar to those 
that preoccupied middle-class whites. The government, with tribal consent, 
could sell the remaining lands to white settlers. The proceeds from these sales 
were to be set aside for Indian education and "civilization." 

As an alternative to the enormous power of traditional tribal structures 
and the ancestral ways of the Native Americans, the Dawes Act proposed to 
create among the Indians a facsimile of middle-class Victorian culture. The 
Indian families were expected to move out of their tribal villages onto indi
vidual farms, to establish male-dominated nuclear families, and to adopt 
the acquisitive values of white society. By promising the final annihilation 
of tribal life and by the opening up of new lands for white settlement, the 
Dawes Act pleased both the white humanitarians and the land-hungry 
whites. 

But the results were less than happy for Native Americans. By the 19}OS 
Indian-owned lands had shrunk from 1}8 million acres to less than 48 million 
acres. Left on mostly barren lands unsuited for successful farming and lack
ing in a plentiful supply of game, shocking numbers of the Indians sank into 
shattering cycles of dependency, disease, alcoholism, appalling poverty, and 
early death. 

The whites added to Indian miseries by their continuing attacks on tribal 
customs. In particular, those customs that ran counter to the middle-class 
white concern with self-control bothered Bureau of Indian Affairs officials. 
For example, they banned tribal dances and they tried to stop the ingestion 
of peyote, which was, according to the Reverend G. A. Watermulter (1914), "a 
habit-forming, physically weakening, will-relaxing, imagination-exciting 
drug." Acting upon the admonition of Captain Richard Henry Pratt, the 
fow1der of the Carlisle Indian boarding school in Pennsylvania, that they 
should "Kill the Indian in him and save the man," the Bureau established a 
system of boarding and day schools. By removing Native American children 
from direct tribal and family influences and teaching them to be ashamed of 
their traditional cultures, the schools sought to convert the Indian children to 
white middle-class ways. 

Despite staggering white pressures, only a small fraction of the Indian 
population fully assimilated into the dominant white culture. Neither edu
cation in the ways of the whites nor the Dawes Act succeeded in equalizing 
the conditions of opportunity between Indians and whites. Continuing white 
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New Government Boarding School on the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation in South Dakota, 
1891. Notice the juxtaposition of traditional tribal lodgings in the foreground and the 
new boarding school in the background. Boarding schools, which separated Native 
American children from their elders and their tribal groups, were designed to convert 
Indian youths to the middle-class ways of white America. 

prejudice and discrimination severely circumscribed Indian opportunities 
to improve their material lot. The Indians themselves resisted assimila
tion; few of them found the acquisitive individualism of white culture 
intrinsically superior to their own. They continued to yearn for a less com
petitive culture, one in which the earth's bounty was more nearly shared by 
everyone. 

In addition to religion, Native Americans seized on other materials pro
vided by the dominant culture to strengthen their identities and their oppo
sition to white America. The feats of boarding school football teams at 
Carlisle, Pennsylvania, where Jim Thorpe won renown in the early twenti
eth century, and at Haskell Institute in Lawrence, Kansas, in the 1920S, 
where John Levi achieved almost equal renown, provided Indians every
where with an enormous transfusion of pride and sense of shared 
"Indianness." Reservations, whose tangled histories in the twentieth cen
tury are too complex to render into a few generalizations, also became 
citadels of cultural conservatism. Beginning, early in the twentieth century, 
Indians from far and wide an.d regardless of tribal affiliations regularly 
gathered for powwows. As events specially marked off in time and space 
and in which Native Americans camped out, visited, ate together, and 
danced, the intertribal powwows permitted Indians to revisit old and exper
iment with new identities, and, perhaps more importantly, provided them 
with a relatively safe setting for the expression of their cultural autonomy 
and opposition to white rule. 

THE WEST OF THE WHITE IMAGINATION 

THE WEST OF THE WHITE IMAGINATION 

In the meantime, whites shielded themselves from a full recognition of the 
tragedies and miseries of the Indian people. Rather than seeing Native 
Americans as they actually were, whites wove about them a romantic shroud 
of fantasy and nostalgia. The shroud may be summed up in the contradictory 
concept of the "noble savage." Such a concept allowed whites to assign both 
positive and negative values to the nation's indigenous peoples. 

On the savage side of the dichotomy, dime novels, and then later the movies, 
radio, television, and finally even history textbooks pointedly avoided telling 
the true story of a bloody, contested Euro-American invasion of the Americas. 
According to these representations, it was the Indians-emphatically not the 
whites-who were the aggressors. Tn 1883, William "Buffalo Bill" Cody turned 
the savage version'of the relationships between Indians and whites into a suc
cessful business formula with his WildWest show. Inunensely popular on both 
sides of the Atlantic, the show featured stereotypical Indians chasing buffalo, 
performing war dances, and attacking a white settler's cabin. At this j'lIDcture 
of the drama, Bill Cody came to the rescue, saving white "civilization" from 
"savagery." Such a process of justification for white incursions on Indian lives 
and properties was so successful that it took a leap of the imagination for most 
white Americans to realize that only a century or so earlier dozens of indepen
dent Tndian cultures had existed in the vast interior of North America. 

At the same time, many whites found in imagined Indian ways of life an 
attractive alternative to the ways of modern America. In contrast to the guise 
and artifice required for navigating life in industrial-urban America with its 
smokestacks, grime, close quarters, and clocklike work regimens, it seemed to 
many white Americans that Native Americans lived closer to nature, more sim
ply, and more authentically. So attractive was this imagined alternative that in 
the twentieth century the leaders of adult-supervised youth movements, such 
as the Boy Scouts, the Girl Scouts, and the Campfire Girls, made the experience 
of presumed Indian ways a major part of their programs. Throughout the 
twentieth century, critics of modernity, especially those in literary and artistic 
circles, frequently found inspiration in a nostalgic and romanticized version of 
Indian cultures. During the great cultural upheaval of the 1960s and early 
1970s, youthful rebels even went so far as to try to re-create literally in their 
communes what they believed to be the ways of the "noble savage." 

The ennoblement of Indian life was an important constituent of a larger 
mythology of the American West. The West of the white imagination became a 
powerful symbol; it evoked, as Henry Nash Smith cogently observed, an idyllic 
place similar to the Bible's Garden of Eden. There, the poor could escape poverty 

.. by obtaining free land and working hard. There, settlers were free of oppressive 
social hierarchies and governments. There, in short, the individual counted for 
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American Progress (1872). This allegorical painting by John Gast treats the advance of 
"civilization" and the retreat of "savagery." 'The diaphanously clad female figure, a 
descendant of earlier representations of liberty, wears the Star of Empire as she leads 
the march of pioneers, enlightenment, and tedUlological progress westward. Notice 
also that she is stringing telegraph wires that will bind the nation togetl,)er. Retreating 
before the tranquility and light (civilization) of the East into the stormy darkness (sav
agery) of the West are the disappearing Indians and the bison. 

everything. In 1893 historian Frederick Jackson Tumer offered an influential 
scholarly defense of this kind of thinking; more than anything else, Tumer 
argued, the frontier had shaped American character. Popular publications and 
later the movies and television took up the same theme. While such portrayals 
failed to capture the diverSity, complexity, and conflict of the region's history, 
they offered a powerful reinforcement of the belief that America was a special 
place in which individuals could pull themselves up solely by their own efforts, 

CONCLUSION 

During the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, sharp social and cul
tural boundaries divided the American people, None was sharper or more 
difficult to cross than that of race. Religious and ethnic cleavages were almost 
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equally clear. The Irish and the Italians "meant nothing to us/' recalled Henry 
Seidel Canby of his middle-class family in upstate Delaware, "they were only 
population." Besides, they were Catholics, "which put them still further out
side our world." Between Canby'S family and the South was yet another 
dividing line. "To the southward," he said, was "~n alien state." 

As Canby recognized, each of the outsider or minority groups sought in 
varying degrees to establish and perpetuate identities of their own, While 

\i
family, leisure, and work ways frequently served to promote distinctive iden

i 
tities, no institution was more important to the outsiders than their churches. 

Each of the groups found in their respective religions a reservoir of strength. 

In addition, simply being outsiders served to bolster distinctive identities; 

perceptions or experiences of prejudice and discrimination drove countless 

Native Americans, African Americans, and immigrants to retreat into 

the securify and warmth of their own groups. Finally, the Civil War and : 


Reconstruction and the insecurities arising from the presence of a large black 

population in their midst encouraged white southerners to cling to and I: 

promote a separate regional identity. , 
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